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Abstract
During analysis of genome organization in sheep (Ovis aries, 2n = 54, XY/XX), we
found a novel chromosomal translocation in an animal expected to be normal, adding to
the six ’centric fusions’ previously reported. The translocation was identified as t(8;11)
by G-banding and was shown to be centric, involving whole chromosome arms by
chromosome painting with probes for Chromosomes (Chrs) 8 and 11. Satellite I and a
newly isolated satellite II clone was used to characterize the centromeric regions of
both the novel and the three pairs of evolutionarily derived biarmed chromosomes.
The novel t(8;11) showed satellite I proximal on both arms with satellite II covering the
centromere, while the evolutionarily derived fusion leading to Chrs2 and 3 showed
the opposite configuration, not obviously derived by a simple fusion. Chr 1 has lost the
satellite I hybridization patterns. The novel t(8;11) pro- vides strong evidence for an
intermediate

step

in evolution

of the

biarmed

chromosomes in

sheep.

Chromosomal fusions, usually regarded

karyotype evolution in the Bovids, where

as Robertsonian, are a major feature of

the number of autosomal arms (NAA)
1

remains constant at 60. Sheep have 2n =

are

54

containing

with

three

chromosomes.

pairs

of

biarmed

A limited number of

known to

be

the

the

regions

translocation

breakpoints.

chromosomal rearrangements in Ovis

Most mammalian

aries

satellite DNA (tandemly repeated DNA)

have

been

literature.

reported

in

Centric

the

fusion

(Robertsonian) translocations

are the

located at

chromosomes

have

or near the centromeres.

Centromeric satellite probes have been

most important and most extensively

isolated

investigated chromosome abnormality

domesticated

of sheep. However, as far as we know

ungulates).

only six ‘‘centric fusions’’ have been

different primary sequences have

reported [according to the ISCNBD (2000)

identified in sheep,

nomenclature,

fraction representing satellite I and

involving

some

from

many

species

bovids
Multiple

of

(two-toed

satellites

with
been

with the major
II

renaming from the original publications;

being used in the present study. These

they are: t1(6;24) (Bruere 1969); t2(9;10),

satel- lites are tandem arrays of sequences

t3 (7;25) (Bruere et al. 1972); t4(5;8),

localized

t5(8;22) (Pearce et al. 1994); t2(6;24) or

autosomes;

else t(6;26) (Murthy et al. 1995). There

satellite I at the centromeres of biarmed

are

autosomes, particularly at Chr 1 (Burkin

three

reports

translocations
ISCNBD
are:

of

reciprocal

[according

the

centromeres

however,

of all

there

is

less

the

et al. 1997; D’Aiuto et al. 1997; Chaves

(2000) no- menclature, they

et al. 2000). Satellite II localizes on the

1p);19q+

Wassmuth

to

at

Glahn-Luft

(1978),

and

13q);19q+

acrocentric chromosomes and also at the
X Chr centromere.

Anamthawat-Jonssó n et al. (1992), and

We were initiating sheep lymphocyte

2q+;3q) Slota et al. (1986)].

cultures

Robertsonian
thought

to

the

rearrangements
chromosomes.
molecular

most

in
The

etiology

metaphases

for

analysis of genome organiza- tion. An

common

unexpected karyotype, 2n = 53, X Y was

mammalian
study
of

obtain

are

translocations
be

to

of

the

Robertsonian

found,

and

here

we

report

its

characterization as a translocation. We
analyzed

the

analysis of the

short

modeling of the nature of chromosome

the

acrocentric

fusions in biarmed chromosomes. The

chromosomes involved,

since these

regions

of

results

may

II

probes

contribute

to

to

the

satellite

arm

and

of

translocations has concentrated on the
pericentric and

I

organization

a

enable

better
2

understanding

of

the

of

presented, showing the dynamic nature

Robertsonian translocations. A possible

of centromeric satellite organization and

pathway for

their importance in genome architecture

the origin

formation

of the novel

translocation and biarmed chromosomes is

and evolution.

Materials and Methods

(CBP-banding) (Fig. 1).

Chromosome preparations

GTG-banding and GTD-banding.

Peripheral blood samples were taken from
two male sheep (wethers) for lymphocyte

Air-dried slides were aged at 65 C for 6 h

culture and chromosome preparation. No

and then were submitted to standard G-

further sheep

this

banding procedures (Verma and Babu

time: the samples were to be used as

1995) with trypsin and staining with

normal material for molecular cytogenetic

Giemsa (GTG-banding) (Fig. 2).

analysis,

For

were sampled

and

no

at

morphological

or

the

fluorescent

in

situ

behavioral abnormalities were noted in

hybridization (FISH) experiments, all the

either sheep. They were part of a flock of

chromosome

the

submitted

breed ‘‘Churra da Terra

Quente’’

preparations
to

prior

were
G-banding

used by the University for teach- ing and

procedures with trypsin, but the slides

research,

following

were not stained at this step. In- stead,

they were

the slides wer e fixed in paraformaldehyde

sold before the results re- ported here

as described by Chaves et al. (2002) and

were

stained

managed

commercial practices, and

obtained.

Chromosome

with

4’,

6’-diamidino-2-

preparations were made from short-term

phenylindole

lymphocyte cultures of whole blood

(Figs.3, 4 ). Chromosome

samples

and karyotypes were analyzed according

following standard

methods

to

(Chaves et al. 2002).

the

(DAPI)

(GTD-banding)

recommendations

standardization of the

karyotypes (ISCNDB 2000).

Air-dried slides were aged at 65 C for 8

DNA probes and

days and then submitted to C-banding

H ybr id ization (FISH).

following

painting of sheep

standard

barium

for

the

Domestic Bovids

CBP-banding.

the

identification

Fluorescent In Situ
Chromosome

chromosomes

was

hydroxide procedure o f Sumner (1972),

performed in

a first round of FISH

but using propidium iodide (PI) as stain

experiments with two s h e e p painting
3

probes r e p r e senting Chr 8 and 11 from

dehydrated, and denatured as described

Ovi s aries (Burkin et al. 1997). Briefly,

above, following a second round of FISH

15 lL of the

experiment with satellite I and II sheep

hybridization mixture

(50% formamide, 2· SSC, 10% dextran

clones.

sulfate, with 500 ng of each paint probe,

A satellite I sheep clone

5 lg of sonicated sheep genomic DNA,

Chaves et al. 2000) and a satellite II

10

sheep

lg of

salmon sperm DNA)

was

(pOaKB9;

clone described here (named

denatured at 70 C for 10 min, allowed

cOaGBII-1) were used as probes. They

to preanneal for 90 min at 37 C, dropped

were labeled with either biotin-16-dUTP

on denatured chromosome preparations,

(Sigma)

and mounted with 22 × 22 mm cover

standard PCR procedures (Schwarzacher

slips. Slides were

and Heslop-Harrison 2000).

denatured in 7 0 %

or

digoxigenin-11-dUTP

by

The cO-

formamide, 2· SSC at 65 C for 30 s. In

aGBII-1 sheep clone was prepared from

situ hybridization was p e r f o r m e d for

sheep genomic DNA PCR amplification

48h

with

at

37

C.

Detection

of

the

specific

primers

(5’¢-

hybridization signal was as published

GTTGCACATCCAAGGGCTCC-3’ and

(Chaves

5’-CCGGCAGAGCAGCCTCGC-3’

et al. 2002) with

the mo st

stringent wash being i n 50% formamide,

designed

2×SSC at 42 C. After hybridization and

sequences in GenBank. Briefly, 50 ng

washing of the s l i d e s ,

template DNA was amplified with the

labeled

chromosome

detected

digoxigeninpaints

with

from

species-homologous

were

primers in 50 lL reaction buffer with 1.5

5 -carboxy-tetra-

mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, and 1.25

(5-TAMRA)

U Taq polymerase (Fermentas) by using

methylrhodamine

conjugated to anti-digoxigenin (Roche),

predenaturation for

and biotin-labeled probes were detected

then 30 cycles of 45 s at 92 C, 45 s at 60

with avidin conjugated to fluorescein

C, and 45 s at 72 C. A fragment of 1200

isothiocyanate

(Vector

bp was purified and cloned in the pCR 4-

Chromosomes

TOPO vector (Invitrogen). cOaGBII-1

Laboratories,

(FITC)
Vector).

were counterstained
mounted

in

Laboratories,

with

DAPI and

Vectashield
Vector).

(Vector

After

image

2

min at

was partially sequenced and
more

than

95%

homology

sequences (e.g.,

4×SSC,

database accessions U24094,

temperature

Tween

20

for 5h w it h

at

room

agitation,

showed
with

previously isolated sheep satellite

acquisition, the slides were washed in
0.05%

93 C,

EMBO

II

mammalian
U24093,

U24092).
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The FISH experiments with the DNA

Chromosome observation

satellite I and II probes were performed

Chromosomes

with 15 lL of the hybridization mixture

Zeiss Axioplan 2

(50% formamide, 2×SSC, 10% dextran

Axiocam digital camera and AxioVision

sulfate, 100 ng of each

software. Digitized photos were prepared

probe) per

slide.

DNA satellite

Subsequent FISH

procedures were as above.

for

printing

were analyzed with

in

Imaging with

Adobe

a
an

Photoshop

(version 5.0); contrast, overlaying, and
color optimization were the functions
used, and all affected the whole of the
image equally

Results and Discussion

metaphases of the

Chromosome preparations showed that

hybridization was undetectable in the

one o f the sheep was 2n = 53, XY with an

centromeric region (Fig. 3b, f, d, h) of

additional

biarmed Chr 1 (along with the X Chr),

banding

biarmed
revealed

a

large

C-

hetero-

while biarmed Chr

2 and

3 showed

and

dicentric

satellite I (Fig. 3b, f, d, h) hybridization

the novel

biarmed

at a single centromeric site flanked by

chromatic

block

appearance

of

chromosome,

chromosome.

sheep. Satellite I

contrasting

with

the

larger arrays of the satellite II (Fig. 3c, g,

bands seen in the Chr 1, 2, 3, X, and Y,

d,

h)

sequence.

which had small or no constitutive

autosomal chromosomes show distal

heterochromatin (Fig. 1). G- banding

sites o f satellite I with proximal arrays

(Fig. 2) showed that the novel biarmed

of satellite II (as reported by D’Aiuto et

chromosome was

the

al.

acrocentric Chr 8 and

11.

biarmed chromosomes, the novel t(8;11)

Chromosome painting (Fig. 3a, e) with

chromosome showed a single array of

the

the satellite II (Fig. 3c, g, d, h) sequence

fusion of

sheep chromosome paints showed

that the

fusion

occurred

and

11,

with no

contrast to

the other

the

at the centromere, flanked by arrays of

two

the satellite I (Fig. 3b, f, d, h) sequence.

further

The different localization of satellites I

at

centromere and involved only the
Chr 8

In

monobrachial

result of

the

1997).

The

rearrangements being revealed.

and II in the novel t(8;11) chromosome

The sheep satellite I and II probes were

and in the biarmed Chr 2, 3, and 1 is

used

particularly clear

for in

situ

hybridization to

(Fig. 4). D’Aiuto et
5

al. (1997) found hybridization patterns

pattern shows that the evolution a f t e r

for their satellite II probes

slightly

fusion w a s more complex. The blocks

biarmed

of centromeric satellites are rearranged

different

from

the

chromosomes, with
only

one

probably

side
a

localization

on

of the centromere,

consequence

of

small

in order in Chr 1, 2, and 3 but maintain
a fused

pattern in

t(8;11).

newly identified t(8;11)

Thus, the

chromosome

differences in the probe sequence and

shows a different organization from the

hybridization stringency.

biarmed

Translocation
apparently
different

cases

rare,

in

since

fusion

sheep
only

are

evolutionarily derived. If the ancestral

six

satellite

patterns

autosomes

were

of

all

acrocentric

simila r ,

then

the

in

b i a r m e d Chr 1, 2, and 3 have undergone a

is

complex reorganization of the satellite I

evidence of cross-breeding) (Pearce et

and II sequences during chromosomal

al.

fusion and

single

breeds

1994).

they occur

that

are

chromosomes have

been reported, and

chromosomes

(or where there

Given the

low

economic

evolution.

Whether the

value of indi- vidual sheep and the high

novel t(8;11) is de novo

cull rate at young ages, it is unlikely

polymorphism in this sheep breed

that

not known, but, regardless, it provides

cytogenetic investigations are

or a stable
is

carried out in many cases of genetic

strong evidence for

abnormalities

inter- mediate step (Fig. 5). Examination

or fertility problems,

although

if translocations

frequent,

one

might

were very

expect such

of other
genus

an

evolutionary

sheep breeds and species in the
Ovis

or

tribe

Caprini

abnormalities would be reported from

different

University flocks.

autosomes will provide insight

Contrasting

with

the

three

other

numbers

of

with

biarmed
into

frequencies, organization, and evidence

biarmed autosomes, the novel t(8;11)

for

showed a remarkable organization of its

fused chromosomes in this group.

the

mechanisms of evolution of

centromeric satellite sequences. Both the
C and G-banding investigations
have

suggested

each

would
biarmed
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Fig. 1. (a) C-banded metaphase of a sheep with 2n = 53, XY. A single fusion chromosome—8;11—is seen with a
large block of heterochromatin (enlarged insert, b).

Fig. 2. (a) Karyotype of a sheep with 2n = 53, XY and (b) G- banded metaphase showing the Chr 1, 2, 3, 8, 11, 8;
11 fusion, and the sex chromosomes

9

Fig. 3. Two 2n = 53, XY metaphases (a–d and e–h with chromosomes red in false color DAPI staining)
showing chromosome paints for 8 (yellow) and 1 1 (magenta; parts a, e), and in situ hybridization of satellite I (cyan
b, and yel- low f), satellite II (yellow c, and cyan g), and superimposed with identification of key chromosomes (d,
h). Scale bar in g represents 10 lm.
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Fig. 4. Image showing a detailed comparison of the in situ hybridization with satellite I and II probes in the
biarmed chromosomes of the sheep with 2n = 53, XY. The biarmed Chr 2, 3, and 1 are ordered from the most
recent to the postulated evolutionarily oldest chromosome, following the model in Fig. 5 where the biarmed
chromosomes arise sequentially by fusion of monobrachial chromosomes.

Fig. 5. An evolutionary model showing the

8;11 chromosome as an intermediate in the

sheep biarmed

chromosome evolution
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